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Real estate wholesaling 101 for beginners and newbies.

The biggest mistakes to avoid and how to make sure you NEVER lose.

Badass Wholesaler: Groundbreaking 7-Point Strategy to build a six figure monthly business



What is Wholesaling?
Investors buy low and sell high.

A "Wholesaler" buys REALLY low and sells low.
Normal retail "Pretty House": seller has two main options.

BigReia.com

FSBOSeller Buyer/Renter

RealtorSeller Buyer/Renter

Off-Market "Ugly House": seller has two main options.

InvestorSeller Buyer/Renter

WholesalerSeller Investor Buyer/Renter



1.) ARV - After Repair Value
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This is what the property WILL be worth after rehabbed and brought to 
"market ready" condition for sale or rent.



2.) LTV - Loan to Value
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This is a measure of how big the loan is compared to the value of the property. 

If a property is worth (or ARV is) $100k and the lender will refinance up to 80% 
LTV  ready" condition.

This is used by investors, banks, etc. you should always know this number.



3.) MOA - Max Allowable Offer
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A standard number is rehab + puchase + holding costs = Less than 70-80% LTV

Numbers will vary based on investor demand and market prices, but there is a 
range and you want to know what that range is from realtors, buyers, etc.

When training people do NOT tell them what the numbers 



4.) Buying Closing Costs
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These are ALL the costs of closing a transactions - buyer AND/OR selling.

You need to know what these are in order to protect your/investors.

So many deals go belly up because these costs aren't done right.



5.) Holding Costs
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These are the costs you incur from buying to the SALE/RENT

This includes the rehab, the monthly payments, DOM, etc. 

If your investor is borrowing they can include these.



6.) Selling Closing Costs
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These are costs when you actually sell (or rent/refi) the property.

This will include concessions, discounts, percent of asking, etc.

After all the costs (realtor, title, etc.) this will be your "profit".



7.) All In Costs
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This is adding the three main costs = Buying + Holding + Selling.

This should be under a certain percentage of the ARV. 

You should do this math for ALL of your investors.



8.) CMA and COMPs
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This is a Competitive Market Analysis and Comparable Sales.

Usually done by realtor for a seller to evaluate property's value.

We judge everything by "COMPs" you want three solid ones as protection.



9.) CRM - Customer/Client 
Relations Manager
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This is a software program that allows you to track leads, marketing campaigns, etc.

There are MANY programs that can help with this and many good free options.

We have other videos that you can watch for more on this as well.



10.) EMD - Earnest Money 
Deposit - Good Faith Deposit
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This is money used to show a buyer is "serious" and generally 1-10%. 

We've explained how you almost never want to put this down and instead use a 
single deposit again and again and in offer "upon formal written acceptance".

If you DO use this get 2-3x times as much from the investor immediately 



11.) MLS - The Multiple Listing  
        Service
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This is the service that realtors put properties on, THIS is their secret weapon.

When somebody says that a house is "listed" they mean it is on the MLS

You can still wholesale a listed house, we have videos on this.



How do you get a country
girl's attention?

A tractor.

(Attract her)
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12.) Off-Market Properties
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These are properties and deals that are NOT listed or currently for "sale" or on the MLS.

The "real" investors won't care about this so focus on making the numbers 
work.
The more this is focused on the more likely you're talking to a...



13.) Daisy Chain Wholesaling
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This is (usually illegal) when multiple investors try to wholesale the same deal, 
generally each adding on a fee.

This is generally for LCs who want to charge their people more for adding nothing.

We almost always suggest against doing deals like this.



LC realtors and wholesalers are 
about as useful as...
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... a kick stand on a tank...

... an ashtray on a motorcycle...

... Captain Hook's second glove...



14.) Assignable or Non-  
         Assignable Offer
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When you write an offer it may or may not come with the ability for you to allow an 
investor or anything buyer step in your shoes and complete the transaction.

There are many banks and others that may make the offer "Non-Assignable".

Even if they do make it "Non-Assignable" you can still assign them.  We have a 
few resources and articles on this see below.



15.) 1% - 2% Houses
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This tells what percentage of the value the home will currently rent for.

A "2% House" means a $40,000 rents for $800 for example, and 40k is usually the
max price for a 2% house, there are VERY few markets in the US with 2% houses.

A 2% house will usually be in C-areas and have no appreciation, check the Indy 
State Fairgrounds for examples.



16.) 50% Rule for Rentals.
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This rule says that about 50% of a property's rent will be eaten by various costs.

So if a property rents for $1,000 a month the owner will only get about 
$500/month.
This 50% cost will usually be for the first 3-5 years, so make sure investors are prepared.



17.) The BRRRR Strategy/Method.
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This stands for Buy, Rehab, Rent, Refinance and Repeat

We have a complete video class and Investor Guide on this, see it for more.

You should know this inside out to help "Accelerate Acquisition" for your buyers/investors



18.) POF - Proof of Funds
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This document is printed and provided by your bank to verify a bank balance.

Sometimes they will need to provide 3 months of bank statements as well.

There are many companies that will POF for purchases and approvals.



19.) The Forever Fund
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This is the amount of money needed to create the target passive income of 
$30,000 a month for example.

$6M @ 5% would be $300,000 a year for example, use 5% ROI and adjust the 
amount accordingly and then this becomes the constant goal and scoreboard.

This kind of relationship building is the MOST important factor in your business building.



20.) HML/PML - Hard Money 
Lender and Private Money Lender
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We've made several videos and classes on both PML and HML, you can check 
them out for more on this.

The main difference is who sets the rules, you will ALWAYS prefer PML because you 
dictate the terms.

One of the most profitable things you can do is borrow PML and lend it out as HML.



21.) Double Closings and  
        Simultaneous Closings
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You do not EVER need to do double closings to hide your profit., instead you 
should focus on building better relationships.

In the times where you may WANT to close twice you can make sure that you are 
not paying for two sets of closings or money costs.

Check out our resources on "using money twice" for more on this.



22.) DOM - Days on Market
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This tells you how long a property has been listed, this is a measure of the 
market's appetite and the property's value and pricing.

By staying on top of this number you'll be the first to notice and react to market 
changes and pricing differences, this effects all CMA and Comps, multiple listings, 
etc.
Being trained with our stuff you should be able to move ANY property in less than 30 days 
with signs, ads and your buyers list.



23.) Cap Rate, NOI and GRM
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The Capitalization Rate = if you paid cash this is what percent of your money you 
would make back in the first year.  A $1M property with a cap rate of 10% means 
it make $100k/year.

NOI = Net Operating Income (Cash Flow) and if you take this number and divide it by 
the value you get the Cap Rate.  The GRM is the gross rent x12, so 1k/mo - 12k GRM.

So determine the value of ANY property or business you need two of the three things: the 
Cap Rate, the NOI and/or the Value.



24.) PA/PSA - Purchase Agreemnet 
or Purchase and Sale Agreement.
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The Purchase Agreement = you will be using this a LOT and you should know
every line of it, this is easy because they are all pretty much the same.

Think of a Purchase Agreement is just instructions for the title company.

You can get free downloadable copies at: https://www.BigReia.com/Contracts



25.) Refi - Cash Out.
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A REFINANCE can be done for an investor to pull cash out of an investment.

This doesn't need be "repeated" (like with BRRRR) they can just get cash and rent it 
out

For any deal with your investor you want to let them know the refi rate (the LTV) and market rent. 



26.) Driving for Dollars.
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This can jogging, walking, etc. it is scouting neighborhoods looking for potential deals.

We have made some videos on this and how to train Bird Dogs, use signs, etc. to get more deals.

Apps that can help you do this:
DealMachine.com     BatchDriven.com     SalesRabbit.com      Propelio.com      ProfitDrive.com 



27.) Gold and Silver Flips.
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These are the classes of real estate flips that we do.

Gold Flips = $30,000 - $50,000, $100,000+

Silver Flips = $20,000 - $30,000+

Bronze Flips = Less than Silver

Intelligence is Categorizing



Bonus
Shizzle
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Seven Steps to Make Your First 
$100,000/month as a 

Wholesaler.
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This isn't about making money in real estate it is about building a BUSINESS that 
makes money in real estate and transferring that skill to other bidness.

Don't look for the extraordinary - CREATE the extraordinary.

This are the exact steps to build your Nobody Mountain.



Step One: 
Do a GXM.  (Volunteer)
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Start building your team of realtors, investors, etc. and volunteer for at least one.

You'll see the whole process from start to finish and make friends/contacts along the way.

Even if you're experienced do this to help, be the water boy, cheerleader and encourager 
and if nothing else you'll have 77s who feel like they owe you.



Step Two: 
A Beautiful Conversation.
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This is the most important business building skill that I know of.

Go deep, get to their REAL motivations leave people feeling they can fly.

After A Beautiful Conversation your target feels better about themselves, others and the future.



Step Three: 
The Public Rolodex Model.
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Make a list of all the most helpful people your best clients should know.

Soon people will ask FOR the list and ask to be put ON "The List" as you become a Connector

This is a way to quickly build your Compliance Assets, become a Center of Influence and have 
immediate positioning with anybody you talk to... BigReia.com/people.  



Step Four: 
Walk Investors to the End.
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Help them with the rehab, the marketing, the closing, etc.

Even if it is NOT your client or somebody who "lost" to - just make sure you help them WIN.

You will help save them TIME (money) and you'll have a checklist of the best practices for best results.



Step Five: 
Market for Buyers/Renters.
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No matter who the investor/buyer is they need buyers and/or renters.

You want to help them do this immediately, run the L/A Model or another one.

By marketing for end users you can build another oil well but ALSO have something for your 
investors that NOBODY else is delivering: a healthy buyers/renters list.



Step Six: 
Screen (Local) Businesses.
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This a way to quickly start buying companies, just begin the relationship.

You'll soon be known as the "Business Whisperer" AND real estate guy/gal.

There is almost nothing more important and impactful then helping local entrepreneurs, this will 
lead to many other opportunities like JVs, GXMs and Transaction Acquisitions.



Step Seven: 
Build Your Volunteer Army.
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Volunteer yourself and build momentum helping others volunteer for causes as well.

This will help you create "Viral Volunteerism" and get Emotional Assignment.

 This is a way to make sure that your business makes a REAL difference.



Step Seven: 
Build Your Volunteer Army.

If you aren't helping people your 
business is like two blood cells 
meeting and falling in love...

It is all in vein.  (vain) 
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Step Seven: 
Build Your Volunteer Army.

Use our stuff and these powers 
to change lives, help people 
and make the world better.
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The Fanbase Formula.
Impossible to lose and 
inevitably guaranteed to win.
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1.)  Make Friends.

2.)  Keep in touch your friends.

3.)  Find ways to help your friends.

Three steps we use to grow every one of our companies:



Email for The Rolodex Model:
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Hi there,

Chris Smith from Facebook suggested that I ask you about this.

I'm making a list of suggested real estate professionals and somebody (maybe you or 
somebody on your staff) asked to include you.  I'd love to do that but I just want to 
have a conversation with you first to verify some contact and service details.

Also you can see the list (I call it my "Public Rolodex" lol) for free here:

https://www.BigReia.com/people

Looking forward to hearing from you,

Thanks so much!  = ) 



Email Two for The Rolodex Model:
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Hi there,

I emailed you and left a VM about this a few days ago after Chris Smith from Facebook suggested that I ask you about this.  I didn't hear back so for now I'll just 
make a neutral note that I didn't get a reply.  

It is kind of a weird position I'm in because somebody suggested that I include you on the list and if I don't then it seems like I'm playing favorites but if I do 
include you and I never heard back from you then I at least need to let people know what happened so they can compare it to the experience with others in your 
category.

Anyway this isn't a "negative" review or anything and I would love hear from you and  include more info about you even if it is that you are not accepting new 
clients.  Here are the details again about the list I've been making: 

I'm making a list of suggested real estate professionals and somebody (maybe you or somebody on your staff) asked to include you.  I'd love to do that but I just 
want to have a conversation with you first to verify some contact and service details.

Also you can see the list (I call it my "Public Rolodex" lol) for free here:

https://www.BigReia.com/people

Looking forward to hearing from you,

Thanks so much!  = ) 



Email Three for The Rolodex Model:
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Hi Carl,

It was great talking  with you and Shay about your work and you change lives with your business 
and all the great ways you can help our people.  

As you know I'm making and updating my list of real estate folks that can provide the best help to 
to any Indy real estate investors, buyers, sellers, realtors, etc. so if you have any suggestions or 
people that you tihnk should be included I'd love to your ideas becuase it could really help these 
folks.ith you 

As always you can see and share the list at anytime (I call it my "Public Rolodex" lol) for free here:

https://www.BigReia.com/people

Looking forward to hearing from you,

Thanks so much!  = ) 



Email and Voicemail
For The JV Intro:
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Hi there,

(Brent Johnson) said I should ask you about this.   

I buy and sell houses and when somebody is new to the area my team gives them a 
"Welcome Care Package" of goodies, coupons, promotional items, special discounts 
and other free stuff from local businesses like restaurants, gyms, dentists, etc.

If you want to be included in our Welcome Care Package please let me know and we 
can talk, it is free by the way I just need to verify your details and what exactly to 
include.

Thanks!  = )



Email and Voicemail
For The JV Intro:
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Hi there,

I buy and sell houses and I was thinking there should be a way where we can cross 
promote each other and build local business engagement. 

How do you see that working or who would I speak to you about that?  Please let me 
know, I'd love to see how we can help each other.

Thanks!  = )



Email and Voicemail
For The GXM and Lead Share:
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Hi there,

I have a house down the street from your house/listing on Johnson street.  My house 
isn't totally ready yet but I want to have a pool of buyers ready to go from day one.

Would it be okay if I helped you marketing your house?  I'm going to us signs and ads 
to build my buyers list and I'll send them to you first and then whater is left I will 
keep on stand by until my house is ready.

Please let me know what you think.

Thanks!  = ) 



Something to think about...
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Eminem:
I used to play the loser/victim 
'Til I saw the way Proof was driven 
I found my vehicle and I haven't ran out of gas yet 
When they stacked decks, turn handicaps into assets 
Even if time was on my side, I'd still have none to waste 
Cuz that dream was so much fun to chase



Remember:
Your life is a perfect
sculpture of your thoughts.
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